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truBrite screen 

technology

truBrite lcD Display 
ultra-Bright viewing experience

During the last twenty years, toshiBa has playeD a significant 
role in Developing anD implementing new screen technologies 
for moBile computers.  the company was the first noteBook 
manufacturer to incorporate a colour tft into a moBile 
computer. with last year’s launch of Qosmio, the av noteBook 
pc series, toshiBa achieveD another milestone: the introDuction 
of the truBrite screen technology. 
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truBrite screen technology in toshiBa noteBooks

satellite m70 /  
satellite pro m70  
the stylish wiDescreen 
performer.

satellite m60  
the stylish 17” wiDescreen  
multimeDia centre

Qosmio f20 / g20 
the art of smart  
entertainment

satellite m40  
Best value for moBile 
multimeDia.

Toshiba’s TruBrite technology was initially used in the Qosmio 
family of AV notebook PC. During the past year, Toshiba has 
also introduced it into additional notebook series. 

This Tech Insight will take a closer look at the following: 
 
- What is TruBrite? 
- How does TruBrite work? 
- Wide viewing angle 
- Uniquie anti-glare technology 
- Features and benefits
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what is truBrite screen technology ? 
TruBrite screen technology is a new, ultra-bright liquid crystal display that enables users to experience the best in TV, 
multimedia and video entertainment.

how Does truBrite work ? 
In the case of the Qosmio G20, the TruBrite LCD display is capable of a maximum brightness of 250 cd/m2 when operating 
on internal battery power. When connected to an external AC source, the maximum brightness increases to an astounding 
500 cd/m2 brightness level. To put this in perspective, notebook displays typically have a brightness of about 150 cd/m2, while 
televisions have a brightness of about 450 cd/m2. The end-user benefit of the TruBrite display means an ultra bright, clear 
picture, whether in a well or poorly lit room.

wiDe viewing angle
Traditionally, many liquid crystal displays offer a limited viewing angle: looking at the display plane from the side, top, or bottom 
often results in colour distortions or lack of brightness. Qosmio’s TruBrite display affords a usable viewing angle of 130 degrees 
for Qosmio G20 off the horizontal and 110 degrees off the vertical, enabling a shared viewing TV, gaming or video experience.

uniQue anti-glare technology
Glare is another issue for the conventional LCD. Light 
projecting against the display at an angle, from behind 
or to the side of the viewer, can reflect unevenly, thereby 
decreasing the black-and-white contrast of the image. 

TruBrite’s greater than average brightness and specialised 
coating help to deflect outside light evenly, keeping glare 
to a minimum. Black-and-white contrast is preserved so 
projected images retain their sharpness and detail. 
 

without anti-glare with anti-glare coating

The specialised anti-glare coating helps to prevent glare, a common side 

effect in brightly lit situations.
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With two lamps, the Qosmio G20 

display is bright enough for any 

lighting situation. 
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features anD Benefits

conclusion
The TruBrite display enables the best in convergence with its brightness and wide viewing 
angle making it the first-in-class technology for any multimedia.
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features Benefits

Ultra-bright display Provides a clear picture in any lighting situation

Wide viewing angle Offers shared display viewing without a loss in brightness or 
colour accuracy

Anti-glare coating Displays sharp and detailed images by preventing glare in 
bright light situations
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Qosmio’s easy-to-use brightness 

control buttons support various 

settings. The Qosmio supports S-

video in and out ports as well as 

D-connector “monitor-in” on the AV 

button control pane. This makes it 

possible to use Qosmio as a monitor 

for other AV devices.


